Abstract-The use of regenerative feedback repeaters to reduce the delay in programmable interconnections is described. A static, complementary regenerative feedback (CRF) repeater is proposed. This CRF repeater locally regenerates the new level for a fixed time after a transition has been detected. Design issues and limitations are discussed. It is shown that rising transitions can propagate faster than falling transitions through a chain of overdriven nMOS switches with CRF repeaters. Experimental results from a 1.2 m CMOS implementation show that the loaded delay through 64 switches for static and dynamic repeaters can be reduced by a factor 1.4-2 over conventional repeaters.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
IELD Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA's) consist of an array of programmable logic cells interspersed by a programmable interconnection network as shown in Fig. 1 and provide a medium for prototyping, emulating, and implementing logic designs. The interconnection network consists of programmable switches that are organized in connection blocks and switch blocks. Several programming technologies are available such as SRAM cells, anti-fuses, and (E)EPROM's. Programmable switches may be implemented as MOS transfer gates controlled by a memory element or as anti-fuses. The performance of FPGA's is mainly limited by the delay of the programmable interconnection network. This delay increases quadratically with the number of series switches and linearly with the number of switches loading each node and is especially a problem when the programmable switches are implemented using MOS transistors since these have an appreciable resistance and capacitance.
Changing the size of the switches cannot reduce the delay much since remains relatively constant. The accumulation of quadratic delay can be limited by inserting repeaters as shown in Fig. 2 . Conventional repeaters consist of pairs of unidirectional tristate buffers and memory cells. These repeaters have a high area penalty since after programming at least half of the buffers is not used. In addition, they contribute their own propagation delay to the signal delay, which limits the delay reduction that can be obtained.
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IEEE Log Number 9415197. a number of CMOS implementations are described. In Section III, we discuss the design issues for high performance and show a delay comparison with conventional repeaters. In Section IV, the limitations of regenerative feedback repeaters are addressed. Section V details the design of a test chip, and Section VI contains measurement results.
II. REGENERATIVE FEEDBACK REPEATERS
The area and delay penalty of providing signal amplification in both signal directions along the interconnection paths can be alleviated by using regenerative feedback repeaters. Such repeaters have a single signal terminal on which the potential is monitored. When a level change past a threshold is sensed, the repeater locally regenerates the signal, shorting out the large series resistance that is driving the interconnection. Fig. 3 conceptually shows a network with regenerative feedback repeaters.
0018-9200/95$04.00 © 1995 IEEE The principle is similar to the signal propagation in myelinated nerve axons [2] . Due to the periodical amplification of the signal along its propagation path, the delay increases linearly rather than quadratically with the number of stages [3] . The deviation from the initial node level that is required to activate the repeater will be referred to as the "relative threshold." The propagation delay decreases as the relative threshold is chosen smaller.
Since regenerative feedback repeaters are not inserted in the signal path, they do not contribute their own propagation delay but only add extra capacitance to the network. As a result, the interconnection delay keeps decreasing further as repeaters are placed more frequently, and the delays can be made smaller than when conventional repeaters are used. The regenerative feedback repeater only needs one buffer per repeater and no memory cells. This allows a substantial area reduction over the conventional repeater.
A. Dynamic Implementation
The simple implementation of regenerative feedback using cross-coupled static inverters does not function due to hard-latching, but this is avoided by using dynamic logic. Precharged regenerative feedback repeaters have been used to reduce the delay of memory word lines [4] and carry chains [5] , [6] . Fig. 4(a) shows a Domino buffer [7] with its output connected back to its input. When the precharged node is pulled below the threshold voltage of the inverter, the low level is enforced locally. When added to a chain of switches as in Fig. 3 , these circuits rapidly propagate a falling transition. By using a gated clock, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , only a single nMOS is needed in the pull-down path resulting in a lower output impedance and a shorter propagation delay. The delay can be minimized by choosing the NOR gate threshold close to while maintaining a low input capacitance. By using a dynamic NOR gate, a small input capacitance can be combined with a relative threshold equal to the pMOS device threshold . This results in the NORA [8] feedback circuit of Fig.  4(c) . The NORA implementation is the fastest but suffers from poor noise margin and poor noise performance.
In Fig. 3 , the topology parameters used to describe the regenerative feedback repeater chain are indicated. The repeater interval is defined as the number of switches between two nodes that contain repeaters, the chain length is the total number of series switches, and the node load is the total number of switches attached to each intermediate node.
The corresponding parameters for conventional repeaters are indicated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 5 shows the waveforms at subsequent nodes in a chain of switches with Domino feedback repeaters as in Fig. 4(b) , for a repeater interval 4, chain length 16, and node load 16. The input node (Node 0) is driven by a clocked driver. The potentials on the subsequent nodes show an exponentially decaying step response until the potential on the fourth node reaches the threshold of the NOR gate. This activates the local pull-down path and speeds up the falling transition on the further nodes. In turn, the repeaters at the eighth, twelfth, and sixteenth nodes are activated.
The precharged circuit is fast, but it is not compatible with most FPGA's since it requires clocking and monotonic signaling.
B. Static Implementation
To address FPGA's, we propose the self-timed, complementary regenerative feedback (CRF) circuit of Fig. 6 . This is the complementary version of the circuit in Fig. 4(b) , where the precharge transistor is removed and to which the complement of the pull-down circuitry is added, resulting in the NAND gate and pMOS transistor. The clock input to NOR and NAND gates, which determines when the feedback loop is turned off, is replaced by the delayed, inverted signal of node .
In steady state, both drivers are off, so is not actively driven. In the case of a falling transition on node , both inputs to the NOR gate are temporarily low, and the nMOS driver is turned on for approximately the imposed delay or regeneration time . Complementarily, when a rising transition is detected by the NAND gate, the pMOS driver turns on for a time . Hence, this circuit can propagate both rising and falling transitions, does not require a clock, and, if there is sufficient time between transitions, is not limited by ratioed logic constraints.
III. DESIGN FOR PERFORMANCE
In this section, the relation between design choices and performance is discussed. First, the switch choice is discussed. Since the rising and falling thresholds can be chosen independently in CRF repeaters, overdriven nMOS switches can propagate a rising transition as fast as a falling transition. The propagation speed further depends on the output impedance and on how fast the feedback turns on, which is determined by the relative threshold, the input capacitance, and the predriver strength. Finally, the delay of regenerative feedback repeaters is compared with that of conventional repeaters.
A. Switch Selection
Due to the higher current driving capability of nMOS transistors, a single nMOS transistor with gate voltage has a smaller equivalent for propagating a falling transition than a similarly sized CMOS transfer gate [9] . By using an overdriven gate voltage with , the nMOS device threshold, the switch resistance can be further reduced, and the threshold voltage drop for a rising transition can be avoided. Such voltages above can be generated on-chip using a charge pump [10] . With an inverter threshold at 50%
, the rising transition propagates roughly 1.5 times slower than the falling transition in an overdriven switch with . In order to obtain equal rising and falling propagation delays, the transistor sizes should be adjusted such that the gate threshold is around 40% . When using CRF repeaters, the rising and falling thresholds and may be chosen independently. This allows a rising transition to propagate faster than a falling transition through a chain with overdriven nMOS transistors as will be shown next.
The current through an nMOS transistor with an overdriven voltage of can be approximated by neglecting body and short-channel effects (1) where , in which is the electron surface mobility, is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, and and are the width and length of the channel, and where and are the gate-source and drain-source potentials, respectively. Let the source and drain potentials be and with . This yields We define the equivalent resistance as the resistance at or (3) An overdriven nMOS switch can in first order be modeled as a nonlinear resistance (4) We now consider an -stage chain consisting of nonlinear series switches as above with equivalent resistance and linear shunt capacitances for large values of as shown in Fig. 7 . For comparison, we also consider a lumped, one-stage network. Fig. 8 shows the step response at the output of the lumped and the distributed network. For the lumped response, the falling transition is always faster than the rising transition for equal relative thresholds, i.e., when . However, for the distributed network, the falling response stalls initially, while the rising response follows quickly. This can be explained by the fact that in the case of a rising transition, the switches are initially in the region where the conductance is largest, while for the falling transitions the initial switch conductance is zero. For finite switch chains, the response falls in between the lumped and the distributed response after normalization, and for length , the initial rising response is faster than the initial falling response. As a result, a rising transition propagates faster than a falling transition when the relative threshold is chosen below about 30% . 
B. Rising and Falling Thresholds
Due to the asymmetry in the falling and rising step responses, a larger delay reduction is obtained by making the rising threshold of the NAND gate close to GND than by making the falling threshold of the NOR gate close to . In addition, it is difficult to design a NOR gate in CMOS with high threshold without having to resort to long-channel transistors with high input capacitance, while it is relatively easy to design a NAND gate with low threshold and low input capacitance. Both of these factors favor the propagation of the rising transition. Fig. 9 shows how the rising and falling delay in a CRF chain with overdriven nMOS switches depends on the rising and falling threshold, respectively, for repeater interval 2. The trade-off between input capacitance and threshold voltage is apparent for the NOR gate. This comparison was obtained by changing the thresholds in a delay-optimized CRF repeater chain while keeping the driver and predriver driving strengths constant. The input capacitance becomes a less important factor as the repeater interval increases.
C. Driver and Predriver Size
The delay further depends on the size of the driver and predriver transistors. The delay optimimum occurs for large transistor sizes due to the large node capacitances of the interconnection network, and optimization under area constraint is required.
D. Delay Comparison
Figs. 2 and 3 show the topologies that were used for the conventional repeaters and for the regenerative feedback repeaters, respectively, for delay comparison. The topology for the conventional repeaters is less general than the topology for the regenerative feedback repeaters and than the one we considered before in [11] , but it is appropriate in a comparison directed toward FPGA's. Fig. 10 shows the circuit schematic of the tristate buffer used in the conventional repeater. The buffer threshold was 2.0 V. Fig. 11 compares delays per stage, expressed in units of equivalent per stage, for simulations of the propagation delay in four chains with variable repeater interval . The first curve shows the average propagation delay for a chain that uses conventional repeaters, which were optimized for minimum delay, with equal rising and falling delay, within a given area. The second curve shows the average propagation delay for a chain that uses CRF repeaters with CMOS NAND and NOR gates. These CRF repeaters were optimized for minimum worst case delay for small repeater interval . The sum of driver and predriver area per buffer was kept equal for both repeater types. The rising threshold was (see Fig.  9) 1.3 V, and the falling threshold was 2.6 V. For large values of the repeater interval , the delay can be reduced further by changing the threshold of the NAND and NOR gates since the larger input capacitance has a smaller influence on the delay. A lower bound on the delay is obtained by replacing the CMOS NAND and NOR gates by NORA-like gates with relative thresholds equal to the pMOS and nMOS device thresholds and , respectively. This yields the third curve of Fig. 11 . The fourth curve shows the falling delay for a chain that used dynamic, NORA regenerative feedback repeaters, with a threshold of . This delay is smaller than that of the CRF repeater due to the smaller capacitance contributed by the repeater. While the noise margin of a NORA implementation is probably too small to be used on an FPGA, the ideal gate will be one with skewed thresholds in the sense gates. In this experiment, the NORA chain was 1.8 times faster than the conventional approach. The CRF chain with NORAlike sense gates was 1.6 times faster, and the CRF chain with CMOS sense gates was 1.4 times faster. A sparser placement of the smaller CRF repeaters can still yield a smaller delay than the conventional approach. Other topologies were considered as well, and speed-ups of over 2 were obtained.
IV. LIMITATIONS
In this section, we discuss the limitations and constraints that must be addressed when designing interconnections with CRF repeaters. The most obvious constraint is that the regeneration time must be chosen longer than the propagation delay between subsequent repeaters. This regeneration time also limits the maximum rate at which a signal can change. The minimum pulse width that is propagated without any disturbance is the sum of the regeneration time and the propagation delay between opposite levels. Shorter pulses are stretched out to this minimum pulse width. Sufficiently short pulses are filtered out. There is a range of pulse widths at the boundary of propagation for which the repeaters are left in a metastable state. This metastability is the main limitation of CRF repeaters because it prevents the use in an environment with glitches. The adverse effect of metastability can be limited by ensuring that the positive feedback is turned off after the regeneration time .
A. Minimum Regeneration Time
The regeneration time of each repeater must be long enough such that the repeater can activate the next repeater before the local current path is turned off. Otherwise, stored charge may initiate the reverse transition, resulting in oscillations. This requirement must be satisfied over all process corners and operating conditions. The worst situation occurs when there is a large discrepancy between the interconnect network delay, which we implemented using only nMOS transistors, and the delay of the delay element, for which we used both nMOS and pMOS transistors. Fig. 12 shows the delay of the delay element, measured at the typical process and conditions, that ensures sufficiently long delay over all processes and conditions, for both rising and falling transitions. The delay was implemented as an odd chain of inverters and as a single inverter for 2. The constraint on can be relieved by using a Schmitt-trigger to replace the first inverter in the delay element. In that case, some of the dependency of the driver impedance on process and operating parameters can be absorbed by the fact that the delay only starts counting when the node potential reaches a level close to the new level.
B. Minimum Pulse Width
After a CRF repeater detects a transition, the corresponding new level is locally regenerated for a regeneration time . Hence, a propagating rising transition is followed by a propagating high level regenerative phase of duration , and a propagating falling transition is followed by a propagating low level regenerative phase of duration . A minimum phase distance exists between the trailing edge of a high level regenerative phase and a subsequent falling transition. This number of stages is determined by the ratioed logic constraint, as shown in Fig. 13 , for which the potential on the next repeater node can be pulled below the falling threshold by the first repeater that regenerates the oncoming falling transition against the pull-up from the last repeater that regenerates the previous rising transition. The minimum phase distance between two opposite regenerative phases for rising and falling transitions and may be different due to the asymmetry of the switches. By proper choice of the design parameters, we can ensure this phase distance is minimum:
. The minimum period of the input signal can then be estimated as (Fig. 14) (
where and are the rising and falling propagation delay, respectively, through switches in the chain of length between two opposite regenerative phases.
C. Glitches
The minimum signal pulse width for undisturbed propagation is approximately . Pulses that are shorter than the minimum pulse width are either propagated and stretched out to duration , or, if they are sufficiently short, are not propagated. There is a range of pulse widths around the boundary of propagation for which the repeaters are left in a metastable state as shown in Fig. 15 . For example, immediately after a glitch to the low level, the circuit consists of two crosscoupled inverters. The first inverter, from to , consists of the pMOS driver MP4 with a load of nMOS transistors MN3-MN2-MN1 since the gate of MN1 is kept high after the glitch. The second inverter consists of the NAND gate, which acts as an inverter from to as long as its input from the delay element remains high. A critical glitch duration exists, for which the amount of charge placed on the network exactly puts and at the metastable point of these two inverters. Fig. 16 shows the arrival times of the falling and rising edge of a low level glitch, at the output of a chain of length 8 with repeater interval 2, versus the glitch duration. Both the arrival times and the glitch duration are measured in units regeneration time . Glitches shorter than are propagated but are stretched out to . Glitches of induce a metastable state with a long resolve time [12] .
Such metastability is a fundamental property of complementary circuits that use regenerative feedback. As a result, a small range of pulse widths exists that cannot be propagated. This pulse width range can be avoided by requiring glitchfree signaling. Unfortunately, CRF repeaters are not readily compatible with conventional FPGA architectures since the output of a static programmable logic cell can produce a glitch when two inputs change within a short time interval. Glitch-free signaling can be obtained, e.g., by using selftimed design throughout the FPGA or by using clocking at the interconnect drivers. Such architectures are more complex than conventional FPGA's, and their complexity must be compared with that of using simple precharged repeaters (Fig. 4) in a dynamic FPGA.
Finally, by using separate delay elements for NAND and NOR gate, as shown in Fig. 17 , with thresholds and , respectively, it can be guaranteed that the positive feedback is turned off, even when in the metastable state, after delay . The worst case propagation delay is now determined by a glitch that moves each repeater in turn into the metastable state for about . This circuit limits the adverse effect of metastability but may leave some of the repeaters unable to fire after signals with long transition times. 
V. TEST CHIP
In order to evaluate regenerative feedback repeaters, a test chip was fabricated in a MOSIS 1.2 m n-well CMOS technology. Fig. 18 shows a block diagram of the chip. We implemented several chains each consisting of 64 MOS switches in series. Each intermediate node is loaded by 14 switches in the off state, representing unused switches in a typical programmable interconnection of an FPGA. Each chain employs a different combination of feedback circuits and switch types. The switches are either nMOS transistors with an external gate voltage (Fig. 19) or CMOS transfer gates.
The voltage can be set above for lower resistance and to avoid voltage drop. In order to evaluate different repeater intervals , NOR and NAND gates were added at the clock input or in the delay loop of the repeaters such that the feedback can be enabled externally.
The delay of the CRF repeaters is controlled by an external supply. At certain nodes, the signal is observed by a measurement circuit (Fig. 20) consisting of two pMOS and two nMOS differential pairs for waveform measurements in the 0-2.5 V and the 2.5-5 V ranges, respectively. The outputs are connected to a balanced network of multiplexers for measurement of relative delays and transition times. All reported results are for chain length 64, with 14 extra switches per node, 5 V, and nMOS switches with 6.5 V or 5 V. Fig. 21 shows a chip micrograph. The two dynamic chains used the Domino circuit of Fig. 4(b) with 2.5 V threshold or the NORA circuit of Fig. 4(c) . The three static chains used a CRF repeater with 2.5 V and 1.3 V. One static chain used nMOS transfer gates, and two static chains used CMOS transfer gates.
VI. MEASUREMENTS Fig. 22 compares the measured delay for Domino and NORA dynamic regenerative feedback repeaters. The difference in threshold between Domino and NORA results in a delay reduction that relatively increases with the repeater interval . In Fig. 23 , the delay of the rising transition for a static CRF repeater chain with nMOS transistors is compared for nMOS gate voltage at 5 V and at 6.5 V. By using overdriven switches, the rising delay is reduced by about 35%. Since in the test chip the disabled repeaters still contribute capacitance to the chain, the measured delay is linear with the repeater interval and does not show a minimum as the curves in Fig. 11 .
As expected from the higher values, the chains with CMOS switches had longer delays. The rising transition propagated slightly faster than the falling transition in the chain with overdriven nMOS switches in line with the discussion in Section III. Table I shows the chip characteristics. The area of the repeaters included enable circuitry. For comparison with conventional repeaters, we added the estimated layout area from layouts that did not include enable circuitry. The higher current consumption of the CRF repeater over the dynamic repeater is mainly due to higher capacitive loading.
VII. CONCLUSION
We described the use of regenerative feedback repeaters in programmable interconnections. A static, complementary regenerative feedback (CRF) repeater was proposed, which regenerates the signal locally for a fixed time, after a transition has been detected. Experimental results from a 1.2-m CMOS implementation show that the loaded delay through 64 switches for static and dynamic repeaters can be reduced by a factor 1.4-2. The main limitation of CRF repeaters, and of all complementary circuits that use regenerative feedback, is the inability to propagate signals with arbitrary pulse width due to the presence of metastability. As a result, the use of CRF repeaters is limited to FPGA architectures that use self-timing or clocking to eliminate glitches.
